Shown below are but six of the many combinations that allow you to customize the swing arm system to suit your individual needs. See reverse side for assembly details.

- Base mount post, 6" - 18" adjustable swing arm and board.
- Base mount post, 10" swing arm, swivel tray and key board tray.
- Front mount post, 6" - 18" adjustable swing arm, 10" swing arm and document stand.
- Front mount post, 10" swing arm, swivel tray and key board tray.
- Front mount post and board.

HUBBELL® Workplace Solutions
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Arms may be attached to vertical C-section columns by using one of three mounting posts (A) or to top of bench using bench mount post (B). Any of the components shown below may be combined to assemble most usable configuration.

1. Attach desired mounting post to column by sliding down from top (Fig. 1). Be certain clamping bar is to inside of column. Position at desired height and securely clamp in place. If bench top mounting is desired, bolt bench mount post in desired location.
2. Loosen, do not remove, knob(s) on arms and attachments. Make certain that black lubrication sheet is rolled inside round tube. Slide tube(s) over post(s), assembling unit as desired (Fig 2).
3. Position arms and accessories as desired. Tighten knobs to reduce or prevent unwanted movement.

10" SWING ARM

5" SWING ARM

FRONT MOUNT POST (A)

5" SWING ARM

SIDE MOUNT POST (A)

Mount facing left or right.

DOUBLE MOUNT POST (A)

BENCH MOUNT POST (B)

10" SWING ARM

6" - 18" ADJUSTABLE ARM

BOX BIN RACK

PEG BOARD

MARKER BOARD

SWIVEL TRAY

KEY BOARD TRAY & SUPPORTS

Bolt supports to studs on under side of swivel tray and key board tray to underside of swivel tray and to top of supports using hardware provided.

10" x 12" SMALL DOCUMENT STAND

17" x 19" LARGE DOCUMENT STAND

MOUSE TRAY
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